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ROYAL AIR FORCE AWARDS NO. 771 .

THE KING- has been graciously pleased to approve the following awards

in recognition cf gallantry in flying operations against the enemy:-

Distinguished Service Order.

Acting Squadron Loader Arthur REECE, D.F»C., A.F*C., Royal Air Force, N0 .149
Squadron* Since being awarded the Distinguished Plying Cross, this officer
has completed many sorties during which he has attacked such well defended

targets as Cologne, Hamburg and Berlin with success. Squadron Leader Reece

is a courageous and resolute captain, whose personal example has inspired all.

On one occasion he was selected to attack a target near Turin. In spite of

intense light and anti-aircraft fire, Squadron Leader Reece displayed great
determination, making four runs over the target to ensure accurate bombing,
On the homeward flight, the propeller of one of the engines had to be

feathered, but Squadron Leader Reece flew safely to a home based airfield
where he effected a masterly landing* This officer has rendered most valuable

service*

Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross*

Acting Squadron Leader Douglas David HAIG, D.ff+C.
, Rcyal Air Force, No*37^

Squadron. This officer has completed numerous sorties on his second tour

of operations and continues to show the same determined qualities which have

earned him many successes, One night in February, 1944, be piloted an

aircraft detailed to attack Leipzig, Early on the outward flight one of the

bomber's engines became defective but Squadron Leader Haig held to his course*

Some time later a fighter was encountered but it was skilfully evaded* Soon

afterwards the bomber was intercepted by -another enemy aircraft. Once

this captain proved his 'skill by manoeuvring to a position which enabled his

rear gunner to deliver a burst of machine-gun fire which struck the attacker
and caused its destruction. Squadron Leader Haig then resumed his course and

eventually pressed home a successful attack on his target. He set a fine

example of skill, courage and resolution.

Distinguished Flying Cross,

Plight Lieutenant Arthur Howard PIPER, Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve,
No, 218 Squadron Plight lieutenant Piper has participated in a very large
number of sorties, involving attacks on a wide variety of targets. On one

occasion he was the rear gunner of an aircraft detailed for a mine—laying
mission. When nearing the target area, the aircraft was attacked by a fighter#
At the outset, Flight Lieutenant Piper 1

s turret was hit by the enemy' s bullets

and his guns were put out of suction. Nevertheless; Plight Lieutenant Piper
so skilfully directed his captain* s combat manoeuvres that, although eight
attacks were endured, the attacker was completely frustrated* On several

other occasions in fights with enemy aircraft, Plight Lieutenant Piper’s

gunnery skill has played a good part in driving off the attackers.

Flying Officer William Vincent BLAKE, Royal Canadian Air Force, N0.428 (R«C«A»F»)
Squadron# One night on February 1944* this officer piloted an aircraft

detailed to attack Leipzig. On the outward flight, the aircraft was attacked

"by a fighter and before the enemy aircraft could be driven off the bomber

sustained much damage# Soon afterwards, three more fighters were encountered

"but they were successfully evaded* A little later, the bomber was hit by
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fire from.the ground defences. More damage was sustained, rendering the

intercommunication system‘inoperative and cutting off the supply of oxygen
to the rear of the aircraft. although the aicraft became difficult to control,
Plying Officer Blake continued to the target which he successfully attacked,
afterwards flying the damaged bomber to an airfield in this country. This
officer displayed skill, courage and resolution of a high order*

Flying Officer Edmund Alfred PE/JflvlllN, Itoyal Air Force Volunteer Reserve,
Nq»7 Squadron* This officer has completed very many sorties, including
nine attacks on Berlin. He has invariably displayed great skill and

determination in pressing home his attacks and this has achieved many successes*

One night in February, 1944> Flying Officer Peamain took part in an attack

on Berlin# Although one engine became useless when some 70 miles from the

target, Flying Officer Peamain continued his mission and made a successful

attack. His action was typical of the resolution he has always shov.m. to \

reach and bomb his target.

Distinguished Plying Medal.

1212752, Plight Sergeant Benjamin John David BIRD, Royal Air Porce Volunteer

Reserve, N0,149 Squadron* As rear gunner this airman has participated in

many sorties including attacks on such targets as Bochum, Nuremburg and Turin.

Throughout, he has set an excellent- example of keenness and determination and
has proved himself to be a reliable and vigilant member of aircraft crew. On

one occasion his aircraft was attacked eight times by a fighter* Nevertheless,
Plight Sergeant Bird succeeded in driving it off in the end* On another

occasion, when his aircraft was intercepted by a fighter, Plight Sergeant Bird

coolly withheld his fire until the enemy aircraft came into close range then,
with a well directed burst shot it down into the sea* Again in January,
1944> be engaged an enemy fighter with successful results* His achievements

have been most commendable*

1315244 Flight Sergeant Gerald CARREL, Royal iir Force Volunteer Reserve, N0.33

Squadron, One night in January, 1-944? this airman was the rear gunner of

an aircraft detailed to attack Berlin, When nearing the target a Junkers 88

was encountered. As the enemy aircraft came into the attack, Plight Sergeant
Carrel's guns struck the enemy aircraft, which caught fire and fell to the ground,
A few minutes later another fightor was encountered hut, although the enemy
aircraft attacked with great persistence, it was finally driven off. During
these combats, Plight Sergeant Carrel displayed groat coolness and reseJute

and his excellent work contributed materially to the safe return »f the

aircraft.

155Q890> Flight Sergeant William Ferguson POLLOCK, Royal .air Force Volunteer

Reserve, No* 14-9 Squadron. As air gunner, this airman has participated in very

many sorties, involving attacks on targets in the Ruhr and numerous other

centres* On one occasion in an encounter with a fighter, Plight Sergeant
Pollock sustained wounds in the legs* In spite of this, he insisted on

remaining at his post until the sortie was completed* On recovering from his

injuries, Plight Sergeant Pollock returned to his flying duties with undiminished

keenness and zest. He has set a worthy example.

577155? Flight; Sergeant Thomas lawrenoe SALTER, Royal Air Force, No, 149 Squadron,
As flight engineer, this airmen has taken part in a large, number of sorties,
involving attacks on a wide range of targets important to the enemy's war effort.

Throughout his long tour he has displayed noteworthy devotion to duty and his

technical skill has on more than one occasion contributed materially to the safe

return of the aircraft* He has rendered excellent service.
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143992 Sergeant Arthur G-eorge WRIGHT, Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve,
N0,576 Squadron* This airman was the rear gunner of an aircraft detailed to

attack Leipzig one night in February., 1944-# Long before reaching the target
the aircraft was a.tta,cked by a fighter but a telling burst of fire by
Sergeant Wright drove off the enemy aircraft. Shortly afterwards the bomber

was intercepted by another fighter. Sergeant Wright quickly informed his

captain of the presence of the enemy aircraft and prompt evading action was

taken, ■ The fighter attacked with much persistence but finally Sergeant Wright
drove off the attacker with a long and accurate burst of fire from close range;
when last seen the enemy aircraft was falling to the ground with large quantities
of black smoke pouring from it. Twice on the return flight the bomber was

stacked by fighters but, on each occasion, Sergeant Wright’s good shooting and

concise evading directions to his captain were responsible for frustrating the

attackers.. His cool, skilful and confident work in the face of the enemy
set an example of high order.
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